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Introduction: Camera networks, designed to observe fire-
balls, calculate orbits, triangulate fall positions, and recover me-
teorites, have been set up in several nations at various times in 
the past e.g. [1]. Although the primary motive behind these pro-
jects was the recovery of meteorites with orbital information, 
only 4 samples have been obtained. The reason is related to the 
chosen field areas: any vegetation makes looking for small mete-
orites extremely difficult. We are establishing a preliminary net-
work of 3 cameras in the Nullarbor Region of Australia, a desert 
that has proved eminently suitable for locating meteorites. The 
aim is to deliver numbers of samples with accurate orbits, provid-
ing a spatial context to aid in interpreting meteorite composition. 
The Project: We have developed an automatic fireball cam-
era designed to operate in a desert. The camera began autono-
mous observations from a test site in Australia on 27/10/03 and 
has performed flawlessly since that date, observing dozens of 
fireballs (see figure). Operations are monitored via a satellite 
link, and the camera is maintained by collaborators at the West-
ern Australian Museum (WAM). Two additional cameras are be-
ing constructed. Deployment in the Nullarbor will be late ’05, 
and full network operations will begin at that time. Orbits will be 
calculated from observed fireballs, and meteorite fall positions 
accurately determined for later recovery by field parties. The 
network will detect meteorites falling over a 400,000km2 area. 
We originally anticipated viewing 8 fireballs dropping recover-
able meteorites per year (given estimated fall rates [1,2], hours of 
darkness, and cloud cover). But data from our single camera sug-
gests a higher rate of 10-12 meteorites (cloud cover is lower at 
night than predicted). Given recovery efficiency in the Nullarbor 
[2], even with a small network we could expect to recover ~4 
new meteorites per year, dramatically increasing the total number 
of meteorites with orbits. 
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